
CHAPTER FIVE

THE NIHILIST’S 
DICTIONARY

1. NICEISM
Nice-ism n. TENDENCY�Ý MOREÝ ORÝ LESSÝ SOCIALLYÝ CODIáED�Ý TOÝ APPROACHÝ REALITYÝ
in terms of whether others behave cordially; tyranny of decorum which 
disallows thinking or acting for oneself; mode of interaction based upon the 
above absence of critical judgement or autonomy.

!KKÛNFÛTRÛOQEFEQÛVHASÛ IRÛ FQIEMDKX�Û RIMCEQE�ÛOKEARAMS_MICE�Û"TSÛ IMÛAMÛ
immiserated world of pervasive and real crisis, which should be causing all 
of us to radically reassess everything, the nice can be the false.

4HEÛ FACEÛ NFÛ DNLIMASINMÛ IRÛ NãEMÛ AÛ RLIKIMGÛ NME�Û AÛ CTKSTQEDÛ NME�Û
Auschwitz comes to mind, with its managers who enjoyed their Goethe and 
-NYAQS�Û3ILIKAQKX�ÛISÛVARÛMNSÛEUIKKNNJIMGÛLNMRSEQRÛVHNÛBTIKSÛSHEÛ!BNLBÛ
but nice liberal intellectuals. Ditto regarding those who are computerizing 
life and those who in other ways are the mainstays of participation in 
this rotting order, just as it is the nice businessperson (self-managed or 
otherwise) who is the backbone of a cruel work-and-shop existence by 
concealing its real horrors.

Cases of niceism include the peaceniks, whose ethic of niceness puts 
them—again and again and again-in stupid ritualized, no-win situations, 
SHNREÛ%AQSHÛ&IQRS�EQRÛVHNÛQEFTREÛSNÛCNMFQNMSÛSHEÛSHNQNTGHKXÛQEOQEHEMRIBKEÛ
ideology at the top of “their” organization, and &IåHÝ%STATE, whose highly 
important contributions now seem to be in danger of an eclipse by 
liberalism. All the single-issue causes, from ecologism to feminism, and all 
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the militancy in their service, are only ways of evading the necessity of a 
qualitative break with more than just the excesses of the system.

The nice as the perfect enemy of tactical or analytical thinking: 
"EÛAGQEEABKE�ÛDNMaSÛ KESÛHAUIMGÛQADICAKÛ IDEARÛLAJEÛVAUERÛIMÛXNTQÛOEQRNMAKÛ
behavior. Accept the pre-packaged methods and limits of the daily 
strangulation. Ingrained deference, the conditioned response to “play by the 
QTKERc_ATSHNQISXaRÛQTKER_SHIRÛIRÛSHEÛQEAKÛ&IãHÛ#NKTLM�ÛSHEÛNMEÛVISHIMÛTR�

In the context of a mauled social life that demands the drastic as 
a minimum response toward health, niceism becomes more and more 
infantile, conformist and dangerous. It cannot grant joy, only more routine 
and isolation. The pleasure of authenticity exists only against the grain of 
society. Niceism keeps us all in our places, confusedly reproducing all that 
VEÛRTOONREDKXÛABHNQ�Û,ESaRÛRSNOÛBEIMGÛMICEÛSNÛSHIRÛMIGHSLAQEÛAMDÛAKKÛVHNÛ
would keep us in it.

2. TECHNOLOGY 
4ECHMNKNGXÛ M�Û !CCNQDIMGÛ SNÛ7EBRSEQaR�Û industrial or applied science. In 
reality: the ensemble of division of labor/production/industrialism and its 
impact on us and on nature. Technology is the sum of mediations between 
us and the natural world and the sum of those separations mediating us 
from each other. It is all the drudgery and toxicity required to produce and 
reproduce the stage of hyper-alienation we live in. It is the texture and the 
FORMÝOFÝDOMINATIONÝATÝANYÝGIVENÝSTAGEÝOFÝHIERARCHYÝANDÝCOMMODIáCATION�

Those who still say that technology is “neutral,” “merely a tool,” have 
not yet begun to consider what is involved. Junger, Adorno and Horkheimer, 
Ellul and a few others over the past decades—not to mention the crushing, 
all but unavoidable truth of technology in its global and personal toll—have 
KEDÛSNÛAÛDEEOEQÛAOOQNACHÛSNÛSHEÛSNOIC�Û4HIQSXßUEÛXEAQRÛAGNÛSHEÛERSEELEDÛ
philosopher Jaspers wrote that “Technology is only a means, in itself 
neither good nor evil. Everything depends upon what man makes of it, for 
what purpose it serves him, under what conditions he places it.” The archaic 
REWIRLÛARIDE�ÛRTCHÛRTOEQßCIAKÛFAISHÛIMÛROECIAKIYASINMÛAMDÛSECHMICAKÛOQNGQERRÛ
IRÛ IMCQEARIMGKXÛ REEMÛ ARÛ KTDICQNTR�Û )MßMISEKXÛLNQEÛ NMÛ SAQGESÛVARÛ-AQCTREÛ
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when he suggested in 1964 that “the very concept of technical reason is 
perhaps ideological. Not only the application of technology, but technology 
ISREKFÛIRÛDNLIMASINM�ÛLESHNDICAK�ÛARCIEMSIßC�ÛCAKCTKASED�ÛCAKCTKASIMGÛCNMSQNK�cÛ
Today we experience that control as a steady reduction of our contact with 
the living world, a speeded-up Information Age emptiness drained by 
computerization and poisoned by the dead, domesticating imperialism of 
high-tech method. Never before have people been so infantilized, made so 
dependent on the machine for everything; as the Earth rapidly approaches 
ISRÛEWSIMCSINMÛDTEÛSNÛSECHMNKNGX�ÛNTQÛRNTKRÛAQEÛRHQTMJÛAMDÛàASSEMEDÛBXÛISRÛ
pervasive rule. Any sense of wholeness and freedom can only return by 
the undoing of the massive division of labor at the heart of technological 
progress. This is the liberatory project in all its depth.

/FÛ CNTQRE�Û SHEÛ ONOTKAQÛ KISEQASTQEÛ DNERÛ MNSÛ XESÛ QEàECSÛ AÛ CQISICAKÛ
awareness of what technology is. Some works completely embrace the 
DIQECSINMÛVEÛAQEÛBEIMGÛSAJEM�ÛRTCHÛARÛ-C#NQDTCJaRÛMachines Who Think and 
Simons” Are Computers Alive?, to mention a couple of the more horrendous. 
/SHEQ�ÛEUEMÛLNQEÛQECEMSÛBNNJRÛREELÛSNÛNÞEQÛAÛȮTDGLEMSÛSHASÛßMAKKXÛàIERÛ
in the face of mass pro-tech propaganda, but fail dismally as they reach 
SHEIQÛ CNMCKTRINMR�Û-TQOHX�Û-ICJTMARÛAMDÛ0IKNSSAÛEDISEDÛThe Underside of 
High-Tech: Technology and the Deformation of Human Sensibilities, whose 
ferocious title is completely undercut by an ending that technology will 
BECNLEÛHTLAMÛARÛRNNMÛARÛVEÛCHAMGEÛNTQÛARRTLOSINMRÛABNTSÛIS�Û6EQXÛRILIKAQÛ
IRÛ3IEGEKÛAMDÛ-AQJNÞaRÛThe High Cost of High Tech�ÛAãEQÛCHAOSEQRÛDESAIKIMGÛ
SHEÛUAQINTRÛKEUEKRÛNFÛSECHMNKNGICAKÛDEBIKISASINM�ÛVEÛNMCEÛAGAIMÛKEAQMÛSHASÛISaRÛ
all just a question of attitude: “We must, as a society, understand the full 
impact of high technology if we are to shape it into a tool for enhancing 
human comfort, freedom and peace.” This kind of cowardice and/or 
dishonesty owes only in part to the fact that major publishing corporations 
do not wish to publicize fundamentally radical ideas.

4HEÛ ABNUEQELAQJEDÛ àIGHSÛ IMSNÛ IDEAKIRLÛ IRÛ MNSÛ AÛ MEVÛ SACSICÛ NFÛ
AUNIDAMCE�Û-AQSIMÛ (EIDEGGEQ�Û CNMRIDEQEDÛ BXÛ RNLEÛ SHEÛLNRSÛ NQIGIMAKÛ AMDÛ
deep thinker of this century, saw the individual becoming only so much raw 
material for the limitless expansion of industrial technology. Incredibly, his 
RNKTSINMÛVARÛSNÛßMDÛIMÛSHEÛ.AYIÛLNUELEMSÛSHEÛERREMSIAKÛbEMCNTMSEQÛBESVEEMÛ
GKNBAKÛ SECHMNKNGXÛ AMDÛ LNDEQMÛ LAM�cÛ "EHIMDÛ SHEÛ QHESNQICÛ NFÛ .ASINMAKÛ
Socialism, unfortunately, was only an acceleration of technique, even into 
the sphere of genocide as a problem of industrial production. For the Nazis 
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and the gullible, it was, again a question of how technology is understood 
ideally, not as it really is. In 1940, the General Inspector for the German 
2NADÛ3XRSELÛOTSÛISÛSHIRÛVAX�Ûb#NMCQESEÛAMDÛRSNMEÛAQEÛLASEQIAKÛSHIMGR�Û-AMÛ
gives them form and spirit. National Socialist technology possesses in all 
material achievement ideal content.”

The bizarre case of Heidegger should be a reminder to all that good 
intentions can go wildly astray without a willingness to face technology 
and its systematic nature as part of practical social reality. Heidegger 
feared the political consequences of really looking at technology critically; 
his apolitical theorizing thus constituted a part of the most monstrous 
development of modernity, despite his intention.

%AQSH&IQRS�ÛCKAILRÛSNÛOTSÛMASTQEÛßQRS�ÛSNÛBEÛABNUEÛAKKÛOESSXÛbONKISICR�cÛ
"TSÛISÛCNTKDÛVEKKÛBEÛSHASÛBEHIMDÛSHEÛLACHNÛRVAGGEQÛNFÛAÛ$AUEÛ&NQELAMÛ�AMDÛ
the “deep ecology” theorists who also warn against radicals) is a failure of 
MEQUEÛKIJEÛ(EIDEGGEQaR�ÛAMDÛSHEÛCNMREPTEMCE�ÛCNMCEIUABKX�ÛCNTKDÛBEÛRILIKAQ�

3. CULTURE
Cul-ture n. commonly rendered as the sum of the customs, ideas, arts, 
PATTERNS�Ý ETC�Ý OFÝ AÝ GIVENÝ SOCIETY�Ý #IVILIZATIONÝ ISÝ OåENÝ GIVENÝ ASÝ AÝ SYNONYM�Ý
reminding us that cultivation—as in domestication—is right in there, too. 
4HEÝ3ITUATIONISTS�ÝINÝ�����ÝHADÝITÝTHATÝcCULTUREÝCANÝBEÝDEáNEDÝASÝTHEÝENSEMBLEÝ
of means through which society thinks of itself and shows itself to itself.” 
Getting warmer, Barthes remarked that it is “a machine for showing you 
desire. To desire, always to desire but never to understand.”

Culture was more respected once, seemingly, something to “live up 
to.” Now, instead of concern for how we fail culture, the emphasis is on 
HNVÛCTKSTQEÛHARÛFAIKEDÛTR�Û$EßMISEKXÛRNLESHIMGÛASÛVNQJÛSHASÛSHVAQSRÛTR�Û
does not satisfy and this makes itself more evident as we face globally and 
within us the death of nature. Culture, as the opposite of nature, grows 
discordant, sours, fades as we strangle in the thinner and thinner air of 
RXLBNKICÛACSIUISX�Û(IGHÛCTKSTQEÛNQÛKNV�ÛOAKACEÛNQÛHNUEK�ÛISaRÛSHEÛRALEÛOQIRNM
house of consciousness; the symbolic as the repressive.

It is inseparable from the birth and continuation of alienation 
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RTQUIUIMG�ÛARÛEUEQ�ÛARÛCNLOEMRASINM�ÛAÛSQADEÛNFÛSHEÛQEAKÛFNQÛISRÛNBȮECSIßCASINM�Û
Culture embodies the split between wholeness and the parts of the whole 
turning into domination. Time, language, number, art—cultural impositions 
that have come to dominate us with lives of their own.

-AGAYIMERÛAMDÛȮNTQMAKRÛMNVÛSEELÛVISHÛAQSICKERÛKALEMSIMGÛSHEÛROQEADÛ
of cultural illiteracy and historical amnesia, two conditions that underline a 
basic dis-ease in society. In our postmodern epoch the faces of fashion range 
from blank to sullen, as hard drug use, suicide, and emotional disability 
QASERÛCNMSIMTEÛSNÛRNAQ�Û!BNTSÛAÛXEAQÛAGNÛ)ÛGNSÛAÛQIDEÛFQNLÛ"EQJEKEXÛSNÛ/QEGNMÛ
VISHÛAÛ5�#�ÛREMINQÛAMDÛRNLEVHEQEÛAKNMGÛSHEÛDQIUEÛ)ÛARJEDÛHEQ�ÛAãEQÛSAKJIMGÛ
about the ‘60s, among other things, to describe her own generation. She 
spoke of her co-students in terms of loveless sex, increasing heroin use, and 
“a sense of despair masked by consumerism.”

-EAMVHIKE�ÛLARRIUEÛDEMIAKÛCNMSIMTER�Û)MÛAÛQECEMSÛCNKKECSINMÛNFÛERRAXRÛ
NMÛCTKSTQE�Û$�*�Û%MQIGHSÛNÞEQRÛSHEÛRAGEÛCNTMREKÛSHASÛbSHEÛLNQEÛCNLLNMKXÛ
OEQRNMAKÛLIREQXÛAMDÛDIRCNMSEMSÛAQEÛAIQED�ÛSHEÛLNQEÛßQLKXÛSHEREÛIKKRÛSIGHSEMÛ
SHEIQÛGQIOÛNMÛTR�cÛ3IMCEÛAMWIESXÛßQRSÛRNTGHSÛDEKIUEQAMCEÛUIAÛCTKSTQAKÛ FNQLÛ
and expression, in the symbolic approach to authenticity, our condition has 
OQNBABKXÛMNSÛBEEMÛSHIRÛSQAMROAQEMSKXÛBAMJQTOS�Û2NBEQSÛ(AQBIRNMaRÛDeliberate 
Regression is another work displaying complete ignorance regarding the 
fundamental emptiness of culture: “the story of how enthusiasm for the 
primitive and the belief that salvation lies in unlearning came to be a force 
in almost every held of thought is exceedingly strange.”

Certainly the ruins are there for everyone to see. From exhausted 
art in the form of the recycled mish-mash of postmodernism, to the 
ONRSRSQTCSTQAKIRSÛ SECHMNCQASRÛ KIJEÛ ,XNSAQD�Û VHNÛ ßMDRÛ IMÛ DASAÛ BAMJRÛ bSHEÛ
%MCXCKNOEDIAÛNFÛ SNLNQQNV�aMASTQEcÛ FNQÛONRSLNDEQMÛLAM�cÛ IMCKTDIMGÛ RTCHÛ
utterly impotent forms of “opposition” as “micropolitics” and “schizopolitics,” 
there is little but the obvious symptoms of a general fragmentation 
and despair. Peter Sloterdijk (Critique of Cynical Reason) points out that 
cynicism is the cardinal, pervasive outlook, for now the best that negation 
HARÛSNÛNÞEQ�

"TSÛ SHEÛ LXSHÛ NFÛ CTKSTQEÛ VIKKÛ LAMAGEÛ SNÛ RTQUIUEÛ ARÛ KNMGÛ ARÛ NTQÛ
immiseration fails to force us to confront it, and so cynicism will remain as 
long as we allow culture to remain in lieu of unmediated life.


